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Abstract
The problem of robust utility maximization in an incomplete market with volatility un-
certainty is considered, in the sense that the volatility of the market is only assumed to lie
between two given bounds. The set of all possible models (probability measures) considered
here is non-dominated. We propose studying this problem in the framework of second order
backward stochastic differential equations (2BSDEs for short) with quadratic growth gener-
ators. We show for exponential, power and logarithmic utilities that the value function of
the problem can be written as the initial value of a particular 2BSDE and prove existence of
an optimal strategy. Finally several examples which shed more light on the problem and its
links with the classical utility maximization one are provided. In particular, we show that in
some cases, the upper bound of the volatility interval plays a central role, exactly as in the
option pricing problem with uncertain volatility models of [2].
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1
1 Introduction
One of the most prominent problems of mathematical finance literature is the so-called problem
of utility maximization. It is a problem of optimal investment faced by an economic agent
who has the opportunity to invest in a financial market consisting of a riskless asset and (for
simplicity) one risky asset. Given a fixed investment horizon T , the aim of the agent is to
find an optimal allocation between the two assets, so as to maximize his ”welfare” at time T .
Following the seminal work of Von Neumann and Morgenstern [35], where they assumed that
the preference of the agent could be represented by a utility function U and a given probability
measure P reflecting his views, the now classical formulation of the problem consists in solving
the optimization
V (x) := sup
pi∈A
EP
[
U(Xx,piT − ξ)
]
,
where A is the set of admissible strategies pi for the agent, Xx,piT is his wealth at time T with
initial capital x and a trading strategy pi, and ξ is a terminal liability.
In the sixties, Merton [21] was the first to study and solve this problem in the particular case
where the risky asset follows a Black-Scholes model, where there are no restrictions on the
admissible strategies (that is to say in a complete market), where the utility function is of power
type and where the liability is equal to 0. The proof relies on classical techniques of stochastic
control theory, since he manages to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE associated with the
problem explicitly, and he then uses a verification argument. The problem in complete markets
but with general utility functions was only solved in the eighties by Pliska [27], using techniques
from convex duality. Following these papers, a large trend of literature tried to weaken their
assumptions, and notably the completeness hypothesis on the market, which was too restrictive
and unrealistic from the point of view of applications. One possible direction of generalization
is to impose constraints on the strategies of the investor. Following the first works of Cvitanic´
and Karatzas [8] and Zariphopoulou [36], where once more convex duality techniques were used,
the beginning of the 21st century saw the emergence of a link between this optimal investment
problem and the theory of backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs for short). These
objects were first introduced by Bismut [3] in the linear case, then generalized by Pardoux and
Peng [23] to Lipschitz generators. On a filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft}0≤t≤T ,P) generated
by a Rd-valued Brownian motion B, a solution to a BSDE consists of a pair of progressively
measurable processes (Y,Z) such that
Yt = ξ +
∫ T
t
fs(Ys, Zs)ds−
∫ T
t
ZsdBs, t ∈ [0, T ], P− a.s.
where f (also called the driver) is a progressively measurable function and ξ is a FT -measurable
random variable.
Then, El Karoui and Rouge [13] considered the problem of indifference pricing with an exponen-
tial utility function (which is linked to the optimal investment problem) in the case where the
strategies are constrained to stay in a given closed and convex set. They proved that the value
function of the problem was related to the initial value of a BSDE with a driver of quadratic
growth in the Z part. Building upon these results, Hu, Imkeller and Mu¨ller [19] generalized the
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approach to the case of logarithmic and power utilities with strategies constrained in a closed
set.
Another direction of generalization of the original Merton problem is related to the question
of model uncertainty. Indeed, in all the above formulations, a probability measure P is fixed.
It means that the investor knows the ”historical” probability P that describes the dynamics of
the state process. In reality, the investor may have some uncertainty on this probability, which
means that there can be several objective probability measures to consider. The problem then
becomes a robust utility maximization and can be written as follows
V ξ(x) := sup
pi∈A
inf
Q∈P
EQ[U(Xx,piT − ξ)],
where P is the set of all considered possible probability measures.
In this case, the properties of the set P become crucial in order to solve the problem. The
first results in the literature were limited to dominated sets. A set P is said to be dominated
if every probability measure P ∈ P is absolutely continuous with respect to some reference
probability measure in P. For instance, this is the case when considering drift uncertainty. In
this framework, the problem was introduced by Gilboa and Schmeidler [16]. Anderson, Hansen
and Sargent [1] and Hansen et al. [18] then introduced and discussed the basic problem of
robust utility maximization, penalized by a relative entropy term of the model uncertainty Q ∈
P with respect to a given reference probability measure P0. Inspired by these latter works,
Bordigoni, Matoussi and Schweizer [6] solved the robust problem (the minimization part) in a
more general semimartingale framework by using stochastic control techniques and proved that
the solution was related to a quadratic semimartingale BSDE. Among others, results in the
robust maximization problem were also obtained by Gundel [17] , Schied and Wu [28] or Skiadas
[29] in the case of continuous filtrations. The overall approach relies essentially on convex duality
ideas.
The situation becomes more intricate when the set P is no longer dominated, which happens when
introducing volatility uncertainty, in the sense that the volatility process is only assumed to lie
between two given bounds. Although the problem of option pricing under volatility uncertainty
has been solved for a long time (see [2] and [20] for instance), the problem of utility maximization
was not addressed until recently by Denis and Kervarec [10] (see also [32] where it is analyzed
under the framework of stochastic games and Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman-Isaacs equations). In
this article, they first establish a duality theory for robust utility maximization and then show
that there is a least favorable probability measure and an optimal strategy. However, their
utility function U is supposed to be bounded and to satisfy Inada conditions. Recently, in [14],
Epstein and Ji formulate a model of utility in a continuous-time framework that captures the
decision-maker’s concern with ambiguity or model uncertainty, even though they do not study
the maximization problem of robust utility per se. More recently, Tevzadze et al. [34] studied
a related robust utility maximization problem for exponential and power utility functions (and
also for mean-square error criteria). We will compare our results and theirs in Section 7 (see
Remark 7.2).
The intuition at the core of our work is that, exactly as the problem of utility maximization
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under constraints was linked to BSDEs with quadratic growth, the problem of robust utility
maximization under volatility uncertainty should be linked to some kind of backward equations.
In fact, the right objects to consider in that case are the so-called second-order BSDEs (2BSDEs
for short) which were introduced for the first time by Cheredito, Soner, Touzi and Victoir [7].
However, they were not able to provide a complete theory of existence and uniqueness. Hence, a
reformulation was proposed by Soner, Touzi and Zhang [30], who provided a wellposedness theory
for 2BSDEs under uniform Lipschitz conditions similar to those of Pardoux and Peng. Their
key idea was to reinforce the condition that the 2BSDE must hold P− a.s. for every probability
measure P in a non-dominated class of mutually singular measures (see Section 2 for precise
definitions). The theory being very recent, the literature remains rather limited. However,
we refer the interested reader to Possama¨ı [25] and Possama¨ı and Zhou [26] who respectively
extended these wellposedness results to generators with linear and quadratic growth. In our
main result, we show that in incomplete markets with volatility uncertainty, the solution of
the robust utility maximization problem (for exponential, logarithmic and power utilities) is
related to the initial value of a particular 2BSDE with quadratic growth, as suggested by the
intuition. We also emphasize a specificity in our approach when it comes to the sets of admissible
strategies considered. Usually, when dealing with this type of problems (see for instance [13] and
[19]), an exponential uniform integrability assumption is made on the trading strategies. Our
approach relies instead on integrability assumptions of BMO type on the trading strategies. The
mathematical justifications are detailed in Remarks 4.1 and 4.3. However, there is also a financial
interpretation. Indeed, as explained in [15] which adopts the same type of BMO framework, this
assumption corresponds to a situation where the market price of risk is assumed to be BMO.
Exactly as in the case of a bounded market price of risk, it implies that the minimum martingale
measure is a true probability measure, and therefore that the market is without arbitrage, in the
sense of No Free Lunch with Vanishing Risk.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall the 2BSDEs framework and
some useful results. Inspired by [13] and [19], in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 we solve the problem for
robust exponential utility, robust power utility and robust logarithmic utility, which, unlike in
[10], are not bounded. Finally, in Section 7, we give some examples where we can explicitly solve
the robust utility maximization problems by finding the solution of the associated 2BSDEs, and
we provide some insights and comparisons with the classical dynamic programming approach
adopted in the seminal work of Merton [21].
2 Preliminaries
We will start by recalling some notations and notions related to the theory of 2BSDEs, which
are the main tool in our approach to the robust utility maximization problem.
2.1 Probability spaces
Let Ω :=
{
ω ∈ C([0, T ])d, ω(0) = 0} be the canonical space, B the canonical process, and F =
(Ft)0≤t≤T the filtration generated by B. We will also make use of the right-limit F+ = (Ft+)0≤t≤T
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of F. Let P0 be the Wiener measure. As recalled in [30], we can construct the quadratic variation
of B and its density â pathwise.
Let PW denote the set of all local martingale measures P such that P− a.s. for t ∈ [0, T ]
〈B〉t is absolutely continuous with respect to t and â takes values in S>0d , (2.1)
where S>0d denotes the space of all d × d real valued positive definite matrices. As in [30], we
concentrate on the subclass PS ⊂ PW consisting of all probability measures
Pα := P0 ◦ (Xα)−1 where Xαt :=
∫ t
0
α1/2s dBs, t ∈ [0, T ], P0 − a.s., (2.2)
for some F-progressively measurable process α in S>0d with
∫ T
0 |αt|dt < +∞, P0 − a.s. Notice
that α
1/2
s is just the square-root of the positive definite matrix αs.
Finally, we fix a, a ∈ S>0d such that a ≤ a (for the usual order on positive definite matrices, i.e.
(a− a) ∈ S>0d ) and we define the class
PH :=
{
P ∈ PS s.t. a ≤ ât ≤ a, dt× P− a.e.
}
which is a particular case of Definition 2.6 in [30], the main differences in our case being that
the two bounds on â are independent of the probability measures and that F̂ 0 (introduced and
defined below in Section 2.3) is bounded. Throughout the paper it is assumed that PH is not
empty.
For every (t,P) ∈ [0, T ] × PH , we also define the class of probability measures which coincide
with P up to t+
PH(t+,P) :=
{
P
′ ∈ PH , P′ = P on Ft+
}
.
Definition 2.1. We say that a property holds PH -quasi-surely (PH -q.s. for short) if it holds
P-a.s. for all P ∈ PH .
Remark 2.1. The filtration F+ is right-continuous but not complete under each P ∈ PH . More-
over, it is not possible to complete the filtration for each P since the measures are singular.
It is of course a major drawback since many results of the general theory of processes rely on
the fact that the underlying filtrations satisfy the usual hypotheses of right-continuity and com-
pleteness. However, this problem was solved in Lemma 2.4 of [31], which implies that for every
P ∈ PH , we can always consider a version of our processes which is progressively measurable for
the completion of F+ under P.
2.2 Spaces and Norms
We now recall from Possama¨ı and Zhou [26] the spaces and norms which will be needed for the
formulation of the quadratic second order BSDEs.
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L∞H is the space of random variables which are bounded quasi-surely endowed with the norm
‖ξ‖L∞H := supP∈PH
‖ξ‖L∞(P) .
For p ≥ 1, HpH denotes the space of all F+-progressively measurable Rd-valued processes Z with
‖Z‖p
H
p
H
:= sup
P∈PH
EP
[(∫ T
0
|â1/2t Zt|2dt
) p
2
]
< +∞.
BMO(PH) denotes the space of all F+-progressively measurable Rd-valued processes Z with
‖Z‖BMO(PH) := sup
P∈PH
∥∥∥∥∫ .
0
ZsdBs
∥∥∥∥
BMO(P)
,
where ‖·‖BMO(P) is the usual BMO(P) norm under P, that is to say∥∥∥∥∫ .
0
ZsdBs
∥∥∥∥2
BMO(P)
:= ess supP
τ∈T0,T
∥∥∥∥EPτ [∫ T
τ
|âtZt|2 dt
]∥∥∥∥
L∞(P)
,
where T0,T denotes the stopping times with value in [0, T ]. We abuse notation and say that∫ .
0 ZsdBs is a BMO(PH) martingale if Z ∈ BMO(PH).
D∞H denotes the space of all F
+-progressively measurable R-valued processes Y with
PH − q.s. ca`dla`g paths, and ‖Y ‖D∞H := sup0≤t≤T
‖Yt‖L∞H < +∞.
We also recall the following space which is important in the formulation of Lipschitz 2BSDEs in
[30]. For any κ ∈ (1, 2], L2,κH is the space of random variables ξ such that
‖ξ‖2
L
2,κ
H
:= sup
P∈PH
EP
[
ess sup
0≤t≤T
P ess supP
P
′
∈PH (t+,P)
(
EP
′
t [|ξ|κ]
) 2
κ
]
< +∞.
Finally, we denote by UCb(Ω) the collection of all bounded and uniformly continuous maps
ξ : Ω→ R with respect to the ‖·‖∞-norm, and we let
L∞H := the closure of UCb(Ω) under the norm ‖·‖L∞H ,
and
L2,κH := the closure of UCb(Ω) under the norm ‖·‖L2,κH .
2.3 The quadratic generator
We consider a map Ht(ω, z, γ) : [0, T ]× Ω× Rd ×DH → R, where DH ⊂ Rd×d is a given subset
containing 0.
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Define the corresponding conjugate of H w.r.t. γ by
Ft(ω, z, a) := sup
γ∈DH
{
1
2
Tr(aγ)−Ht(ω, z, γ)
}
for a ∈ S>0d
F̂t(z) := Ft(ω, z, ât) and F̂
0
t := F̂t(0).
We denote by DFt(z) the domain of F in a for a fixed (t, ω, z). As in [26], the generator F is
supposed to verify either
Assumption 2.1. (i) The domain DFt(z) = DFt is independent of (ω, z).
(ii) For fixed (z, a), F is F-progressively measurable.
(iii) F is uniformly continuous in ω for the || · ||∞ norm.
(iv) F is continuous in z and has the following growth property. There exists (α, γ) ∈ R+ ×
R+/ {0} such that
|Ft(ω, z, a)| ≤ α+ γ
2
∣∣∣a1/2z∣∣∣2 , for all (t, z, ω, a).
(v) F is C2 in z, and there are constants r and θ such that for all (t, ω, z, a),
|DzFt(ω, z, a)| ≤ r + θ
∣∣∣a1/2z∣∣∣ , |D2zzFt(ω, y, z, a)| ≤ θ.
or
Assumption 2.2. Let points (i) through (iv) of Assumption 2.1 hold, and
(v) ∃µ > 0 and a progressively measurable process φ ∈ BMO(PH) such that for all (t, z, z′, ω, a),∣∣∣Ft(ω, z, a) − Ft(ω, z′, a)− φt.a1/2(z − z′)∣∣∣ ≤ µa1/2 ∣∣z − z′∣∣ (|a1/2z|+ |a1/2z′|) .
Remark 2.2. Notice that Assumption 2.1(iv) implies that ess sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣∣F̂ 0t ∣∣∣ ∈ L∞H .
2.4 Quadratic 2BSDE
In the sequel we will have to deal with the following type of 2BSDEs
Yt = ξ −
∫ T
t
F̂s(Zs)ds−
∫ T
t
ZsdBs +KT −Kt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, PH − q.s. (2.3)
Definition 2.2. Given ξ ∈ L∞H , we say (Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H is a solution to the 2BSDE (2.3) if
• YT = ξ, PH − q.s.
• For each P ∈ PH , the process KP defined below has nondecreasing paths, P-a.s.
KPt := Y0 − Yt +
∫ t
0
F̂s(Zs)ds +
∫ t
0
ZsdBs, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, P− a.s. (2.4)
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• The family of processes {KP,P ∈ PH} defined in (2.4) satisfies the following minimum
condition
KPt = ess inf
P
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t [K
P′
T ], P− a.s. for all P ∈ PH , t ∈ [0, T ]. (2.5)
Moreover, if the family
{
KP,P ∈ PH
}
can be aggregated into a universal process K, that is to
say that for all t ∈ [0, T ]
Kt = K
P
t , P− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH ,
then we call (Y,Z,K) a solution of the 2BSDE (2.3).
Here one of the results proved in [26] is recalled (see Theorems 3.1 and 4.1)
Theorem 2.1. Let ξ ∈ L∞H . Under Assumption 2.1 or Assumption 2.2 with the addition that
the norm of ξ and the L∞H -norm of ess sup
0≤t≤T
|F̂ 0t | are small enough, there is a unique solution
(Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H of the 2BSDE (2.3). Moreover we have for all t ∈ [0, T ] and every P ∈ PH
Yt = ess sup
P
P
′
∈PH (t+,P)
yP
′
t , P− a.s., (2.6)
where yP
′
is the solution under P
′
of the BSDE with generator F̂ and terminal condition ξ.
Remark 2.3. Assumption 2.2 is weaker than Assumption 2.1, but is sufficient to have existence
of the quadratic 2BSDE defined above only if the norms of the terminal condition ξ and F̂ 0 are
small enough. Notice that since, for power and logarithmic utilities, the terminal condition will
be equal to 0, we only have a restriction on the norm of F̂ 0 in these cases. We also emphasize
that these restrictions are in no way necessary to obtain existence, but are artifacts of the type
of proofs used in [26] to obtain existence of a 2BSDE with quadratic growth. Indeed, the proof
relies at some point on the fact that solutions of standard BSDEs can be obtained through Picard
iterations. Notice that this property was already needed in [30]. However, with a generator of
quadratic growth, such a property was shown by Tevzadze [33] only if Assumption 2.1(v) holds
(see Proposition 2), or if the terminal condition and F̂ 0 are small enough and if Assumption
2.2(v) holds (see Proposition 1). We conjecture that existence of solutions of 2BSDEs with
quadratic growth should hold under less restrictive assumptions similar to those in [4] (for in-
stance ξ would not need to be bounded and the generator would only need to be of quadratic
growth), but this is left for future research.
Remark 2.4. The representation (2.6) gives some insight into 2BSDEs. Since Y can be written
as a supremum of solution of BSDEs, we can interpret the increasing processes KP as the instru-
ments allowing Y to remain above the corresponding yP. It is similar to reflected BSDEs with a
lower obstacle. Moreover, the minimum condition (2.5) tells us that this is done in a minimal
way, making it the counterpart of the Skorokhod condition in our context.
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3 Robust utility maximization
We will now present the main problem of the paper and introduce a financial market with
volatility uncertainty. The financial market consists of one bond with zero interest rate and d
stocks. The price process is given by
dSt = diag [St] (btdt+ dBt), PH − q.s.,
where b is an Rd-valued uniformly bounded stochastic process which is uniformly continuous in
ω for the || · ||∞ norm.
Remark 3.1. The volatility is implicitly embedded in the model. Indeed, under each P ∈ PH ,
we have dBs ≡ â1/2t dW Pt where W P is a Brownian motion under P. Therefore, â1/2 plays the
role of volatility under each P and thus makes it possible to model the volatility uncertainty. We
also note that we make the uniform continuity assumption for b to ensure that the generators of
the 2BSDEs obtained later satisfy Assumptions 2.1 or 2.2.
We then denote pi = (pit)0≤t≤T a trading strategy, which is a d-dimensional F
+-progressively
measurable process, supposed to take its value in some closed set A. We refer to Definitions 4.1,
5.1 and 6.1 in the following sections for precise definitions of the set of admissible strategies A
for the three utility functions studied.
The process piit describes the amount of money invested in stock i at time t, with 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
The number of shares is
piit
Sit
. So the liquidation value of a trading strategy pi with positive initial
capital x is given by the following wealth process
Xpit = x+
∫ t
0
pis(dBs + bsds), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, PH − q.s.
Since zero interest rate was assumed, the amount of money in the bank pi0 does not appear in
the wealth process X.
The problem of the investor in this financial market is to maximize the expected utility under
model uncertainty of his terminal wealth XpiT − ξ, where ξ is a liability, that is to say a FT -
measurable random variable. This liability could represent the value of any option or contract
maturing at time T . It will always be assumed that ξ ∈ L∞H .
Denote by U the utility function of the investor. The value function V of the maximization
problem therefore becomes
V ξ(x) := sup
pi∈A
inf
Q∈PH
EQ[U(XpiT − ξ)]. (3.1)
In the case where PH contains only one probability measure, the problem reduces to the classical
utility maximization problem.
Remark 3.2. Due to the construction of 2BSDEs, we must have ξ ∈ L∞H . It is easy to see that
ξ can be constant, deterministic or in the form of g(BT ) where g is a Lipschitz bounded function,
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such as a Put or a Call spread payoff function. However, it can be noted that vanilla options
payoffs with underlying S may not be in L∞H . Indeed, we have in the one-dimensional framework
ST = S0exp
(∫ T
0
btdt− 1
2
〈B〉T +BT
)
, PH − q.s.
Since the quadratic variation of the canonical process can be written as follows
lim
n→+∞
∑
i≤2nt
(
B i+1
2n
(ω)−B i
2n
(ω)
)2
,
it is not too difficult to see that S can be approximated by a sequence of random variables in
UCb(Ω). Besides, this sequence converges in L2H . However, we cannot be sure that it also
converges in L∞H , which is the space of interest here.
Of course, in the uncertain volatility framework, it seems to be a major drawback. Nevertheless,
to deal with these options, it is sufficient to redo the whole 2BSDE construction from scratch
but taking the exponential of the Brownian motion under the Wiener measure as the canonical
process instead of the Brownian motion itself. It would amount to restrict ourselves to the subset
P+H of PH , containing only those P ∈ PH such that the canonical process is a positive continuous
local martingale under P.
To find the value function V ξ and an optimal trading strategy pi∗, we follow the ideas of the
general martingale optimality principle approach as in [13] and [19], but adapt it here to a
nonlinear framework. Note that A is the admissibility set of the strategies pi.
Let {Rpi}pi∈A be a family of processes which satisfy the following properties
Properties 3.1. (i) RpiT = U(X
pi
T − ξ) for all pi ∈ A.
(ii) Rpi0 = R0 is constant for all pi ∈ A.
(iii) We have
Rpit ≥ ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t [R
pi
T ], ∀pi ∈ A
Rpi
∗
t = ess inf
P
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t [R
pi∗
T ] for some pi
∗ ∈ A, P− a.s. for all P ∈ PH .
Then it follows that
inf
P∈PH
EP[U(XpiT − ξ)] ≤ R0 = inf
P∈PH
EP[U(Xpi
∗
T − ξ)] = V ξ(x). (3.2)
In the following sections we will follow the ideas of Hu, Imkeller and Mu¨ller [19] to construct
such a family for our three utility functions U .
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4 Robust exponential utility
In this section, the exponential utility function which is defined as
U(x) = −exp(−βx), x ∈ R for β > 0,
will be considered. In this context, the set of admissible trading strategies is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1. Let A be a closed set in Rd. The set of admissible trading strategies A consists
of all d-dimensional progressively measurable processes, pi = (pit)0≤t≤T satisfying
pi ∈ BMO(PH) and pit ∈ A, dt⊗PH − a.e.
Remark 4.1. Many authors have shed light on the natural link between BMO class, exponential
uniformly integrable class and BSDEs with quadratic growth. See [4], [5] and [19] among others.
In the standard utility maximization problem studied in [19], their trading strategies satisfy a
uniform integrability assumption on the family (exp(Xpiτ ))τ . Since the optimal strategy is a BMO
martingale, it is easy to see that the utility maximization problem can also be solved if the uniform
integrability assumption is replaced by a BMO assumption. However, at the end of the day, those
two assumptions are deeply linked, as shown in the context of quadratic semimartingales in [4].
Nonetheless, in our framework, as explained below in Remark 4.3, it is necessary to generalize
the BMO martingale assumption instead of the uniform integrability assumption. Moreover, as
recalled in the Introduction, from a financial point of view these admissibility sets are related to
absence of arbitrage in the market considered.
4.1 Characterization of the value function and existence of optimal strategies
The investor wants to solve the maximization problem
V ξ(x) := sup
pi∈A
inf
Q∈PH
EQ [−exp (XpiT − ξ)] . (4.1)
In order to construct a process Rpi which satisfies the Properties 3.1, we set
Rpit = −exp(−β(Xpit − Yt)), t ∈ [0, T ], pi ∈ A,
where (Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H is the unique solution of a 2BSDE with a generator F̂ to be determined
Yt = ξ −
∫ T
t
ZsdBs −
∫ T
t
F̂ (s, Zs)ds +K
P
T −KPt , P− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH .
Remark 4.2. From Theorem 3.1 of [26], we have the following representation
Yt = ess sup
P
P′∈PH (t+,P)
yP
′
t .
Therefore, in general Y0 is only F0+-measurable and therefore not a constant. But by Proposition
4.2 of [26], we know that the process Y is actually F-measurable (it is true when the terminal
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condition is in UCb(Ω) and by passing to the limit when the terminal condition is in L∞H ). This
and the above representation easily imply that
Y0 = ess sup
P
P′∈PH (0+,P)
yP
′
0 = sup
P′∈PH
yP
′
0 .
The Blumenthal Zero-One law then ensures that Y0 is a constant.
Let us now define for all a ∈ S>0d such that a ≤ a ≤ a the set Aa by
Aa := a
1/2A =
{
a1/2b, b ∈ A
}
.
For any a ∈ [a, a], the set Aa is still closed. Moreover, since A 6= ∅ we have
min {|r| , r ∈ Aa} ≤ k, (4.2)
for some constant k independent of a. We can now state the main result of this section
Theorem 4.1. Assume that ξ ∈ L∞H and either that ‖ξ‖L∞H + sup0≤t≤T
‖bt‖L∞H is small and that
0 ∈ A, or that the set A is C2 (in the sense that its border is a C2 Jordan arc). Then, the value
function of the optimization problem (4.1) is given by
V ξ(x) = −exp (−β (x− Y0)) ,
where Y0 is defined as the initial value of the unique solution (Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H to the following
2BSDE
Yt = ξ −
∫ T
t
ZsdBs −
∫ T
t
F̂s(Zs)ds+K
P
T −KPt , P− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH . (4.3)
The generator is defined as follows
F̂t(ω, z) := Ft(ω, z, ât), (4.4)
where for all t ∈ [0, T ], z ∈ Rd and a ∈ S>0d
Ft(ω, z, a) = −β
2
dist2
(
a1/2z +
1
β
θt(ω), Aa
)
+ z′a1/2θt(ω) +
1
2β
|θt(ω)|2 ,
where θt(ω) := a
− 1
2 bt(ω) and for all x ∈ Rd and E ⊂ Rd, dist(x,E) is the distance from x to E.
Moreover, there is an optimal trading strategy pi∗ satisfying
â
1/2
t pi
∗
t ∈ ΠAât
(
â
1/2
t Zt +
1
β
θ̂t
)
, t ∈ [0, T ], PH − q.s., (4.5)
with θ̂t := â
−1/2
t bt.
Proof. The proof is divided into 5 steps. First, it is shown that the 2BSDE with the generator
defined in (4.4) has indeed a unique solution. Then, we prove a multiplicative decomposition for
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the process Rpi and some BMO integrability results on the process Z and the optimal strategy
pi∗. Using these results, we are then able to show that (iii) of Properties 3.1 holds.
Step 1: We show first that the 2BSDE (4.3) has a unique solution. We need to verify that the
generator F̂ satisfies the conditions of Assumption 2.2 or 2.1.
First of all, F defined above is a convex function of a, and thus for any t ∈ [0, T ], F can be
written as the Fenchel transform of a function
Ht(ω, z, γ) := sup
a∈DF
{
1
2
Tr(aγ)− Ft(ω, z, a)
}
for γ ∈ Rd×d.
That F satisfies the first two conditions of either Assumption 2.2 or 2.1 is obvious. For As-
sumptions 2.2(iii) and 2.1(iii), the assumption of boundedness and uniform continuity in ω on b
implies that b2 is uniformly continuous in ω. Since b and b2 are the only non-deterministic terms
in F , then F is also uniformly continuous in ω.
Then, since the distance function to a closed set is considered, we know that it is attained for
some element of Rd. Besides, as recalled earlier in (4.2), there is a constant k ≥ 0 such that
min {|d| , d ∈ Aât} ≤ k, dt⊗ P− a.e., for all P ∈ PH .
Then we get, for all z ∈ Rd, t ∈ [0, T ],
dist2
(
â
1/2
t z +
1
β
θ̂t, Aât
)
≤ 2
∣∣∣â1/2t z∣∣∣2 + 2( 1β ∣∣∣θ̂t∣∣∣+ k
)2
.
Thus, we obtain from the boundedness of θ̂∣∣∣F̂t(z)∣∣∣ ≤ c0 + c1 ∣∣∣â1/2t z∣∣∣2 ,
that is to say that Assumptions 2.2(iv) and 2.1(iv) are satisfied.
Finally, Assumption 2.2(v) is clear from the Lipschitz property of the distance function, and
Assumption 2.1(v) is also clear from the regularity assumption on the border of A.
The terminal condition ξ is in L∞H and we have proved that the generator F̂ satisfies Assumption
2.2 or Assumption 2.1. Moreover, by definition of F , it is clear that if b has a small L∞H -norm
and if 0 ∈ A, then F̂ 0 also has a small L∞H -norm. Indeed, we have
F̂ 0t = −
β
2
dist
(
θt
β
,Aât
)
+
1
2β
|θt|2 ,
which tends to 0 as bt and thus θt goes to 0 (it is clear for the second term on the right-hand
side, and for the first, continuity of the distance function and the fact 0 ∈ A ensure the result).
Therefore Theorem 2.1 states that the 2BSDE (4.3) has a unique solution in D∞H ×H2H .
Step 2: We first decompose Rpi as the product of a process Mpi and a non-increasing process
Npi which is constant for some pi∗ ∈ A.
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Define for all P ∈ PH any for any t ∈ [0, T ]
Mpit = e
−β(x−Y0)exp
(
−
∫ t
0
β(pis − Zs)dBs − 1
2
∫ t
0
β2
∣∣∣â1/2s (pis − Zs)∣∣∣2 ds− βKPt ) , P− a.s.
We can then write for all t ∈ [0, T ]
Rpit =M
pi
t N
pi
t ,
with
Npit = −exp
(∫ t
0
v(s, pis, Zs)ds
)
,
and
v(t, pi, z) = −βpibt + βF̂t(z) + 1
2
β2
∣∣∣â1/2t (pi − z)∣∣∣2 .
Clearly, for every t ∈ [0, T ], v(t, pit, Zt) can be rewritten in the following form
1
β
v(t, pit, Zt) =
β
2
∣∣∣â1/2t pit∣∣∣2 − βpi′tâ1/2t (â1/2t Zt + 1β θ̂t
)
+
β
2
∣∣∣â1/2t Zt∣∣∣2 + F̂t(Zt)
=
β
2
∣∣∣∣â1/2t pit − (â1/2t Zt + 1β θ̂t
)∣∣∣∣2 − Z ′t â1/2t θ̂t − 12β ∣∣∣θ̂t∣∣∣2 + F̂t(Zt).
By a classical measurable selection theorem (see [11] or Lemma 3.1 in [12]), we can define a
progressively measurable process pi∗ satisfying (4.5). Then, it follows from the definition of F̂
that PH − q.s.
• v(t, pit, Zt) ≥ 0 for all pi ∈ A, t ∈ [0, t].
• v(t, pi∗t , Zt) = 0, t ∈ [0, T ],
which implies that the process Npi is always non-increasing for all pi and is equal to −1 for pi∗.
Step 3: In this step, we show that the processes∫ ·
0
ZsdBs,
∫ ·
0
pi∗sdBs,
are BMO(PH) martingales.
First of all, by Lemma 2.1 in [26], we know that
∫ ·
0 ZsdBs is a BMO(PH) martingale. By the
triangle inequality and the definition of pi∗ together with (4.2), we have for all t ∈ [0, T ]∣∣∣â1/2t pi∗t ∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣â1/2t Zt + 1β θ̂t
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣â1/2t pi∗t −(â1/2t Zt + 1β θ̂t
)∣∣∣∣
≤ 2
∣∣∣â1/2t Zt∣∣∣+ 2β ∣∣∣θ̂t∣∣∣+ k ≤ 2 ∣∣∣â1/2t Zt∣∣∣+ k1,
where k1 is a bound on θ̂. Then, for every probability P ∈ PH and every stopping time τ ≤ T ,
EPτ
[∫ T
τ
∣∣∣â1/2t pi∗t ∣∣∣2 dt] ≤ EPτ [∫ T
τ
8
∣∣∣â1/2t Zt∣∣∣2 dt+ 2Tk21] ,
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and therefore
‖pi∗‖2BMO(PH) ≤ 8 ‖Z‖
2
BMO(PH)
+ 2Tk21 ,
which implies the BMO(PH) martingale property of
∫ ·
0 pi
∗
sdBs as desired.
Step 4: We then prove that pi∗ ∈ A and Rpi∗ ≡ −Mpi∗ satisfies (iii) of Properties 3.1, that is to
say for all t ∈ [0, T ]
ess supP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[
Mpi
∗
T
]
=Mpi
∗
t , P− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH .
For a fixed P′ ∈ PH(t+,P), we denote
Lt :=
∫ t
0
β(pi∗s − Zs)dBs +
1
2
∫ t
0
β2
∣∣∣â1/2s (pi∗s − Zs)∣∣∣2 ds+ βKP′t , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
then with Itoˆ’s formula, we obtain for every t ∈ [0, T ], thanks to the BMO(PH) property proved
in Step 3
EP
′
t
[
Mpi
∗
T
]
−Mpi∗t = −βEP
′
t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
+ EP
′
t
 ∑
t≤s≤T
e−Ls − e−Ls− + e−Ls− (Ls − Ls−)
 . (4.6)
First, we prove
ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
= 0, t ∈ [0, T ], P− a.s.
For every t and every P′ ∈ PH(t+,P), we have
0 ≤ EP′t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
≤ EP′t
[(
sup
0≤s≤T
Mpi
∗
s
)(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)]
.
Besides, since KP
′
is non-decreasing, we obtain for all s ≥ t
Mpi
∗
s ≤ e−β(x−Y0)E
(
β
∫ s
0
(Zu − pi∗u) dBu
)
.
Then, again thanks to Step 3, we know that
(Zs − pi∗s) ∈ BMO(PH),
and thus the exponential martingale above is a uniformly integrable martingale for all P and
is in LrH for some r > 1 (see Lemma 2.2 in [26]). Thus, by Ho¨lder inequality, we have for all
t ∈ [0, T ]
EP
′
t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
≤ eβ(Y0−x)EP′t
[
sup
0≤s≤T
Er
(
β
∫ s
0
(Zu − pi∗u) dBu
)] 1r
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)q] 1q
.
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With Doob’s maximal inequality, we have for every t ∈ [0, T ]
EP
′
t
[
sup
0≤s≤T
Er
(
β
∫ s
0
(Zu − pi∗u) dBu
)]1/r
≤ CEP′t
[
Er
(
β
∫ T
0
(Zu − pi∗u) dBu
)]1/r
< +∞,
where C is an universal constant which can change value from line to line.
Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)q]1/q
≤ C
(
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)]
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)2q−1]) 12q
≤ C
(
ess supP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)2q−1]) 12q (
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)]) 1
2q
.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [26] we know that(
ess supP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)2q−1]) 12q
< +∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
Hence, we obtain for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
0 ≤ ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
≤ C ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
(
EP
′
t
[(
KP
′
T −KP
′
t
)]) 1
2q
= 0,
which means
ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
= 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, P− a.s.
Finally, we have for every t ∈ [0, T ]
ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s −
∑
t≤s≤T
exp(−βLs)− exp(−βLs−) + βexp(−βLs−)(Ls − Ls−)

≤ ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[∫ T
t
Mpi
∗
s−dK
P′
s
]
− ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
 ∑
t≤s≤T
exp(−βLs)− exp(−βLs−) + βexp(−βLs−)(Ls − Ls−)

≤ 0, P− a.s.,
because the function x→ exp(−x) is convex and the jumps of L are positive. Hence, using (4.6),
we have for every t ∈ [0, T ]
ess supP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[
Mpi
∗
T −Mpi
∗
t
]
≥ 0, P− a.s.
But by definition Mpi
∗
is the product of a martingale and a positive non-increasing process and
is therefore a supermartingale. It implies that for every t ∈ [0, T ]
ess supP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t
[
Mpi
∗
T −Mpi
∗
t
]
= 0, P− a.s.
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Finally, pi∗ is an admissible strategy, Rpi
∗
satisfies (iii) of Properties 3.1 and
Rpi
∗
0 = inf
P∈PH
EP
[
−exp
(
−β
(
x+
∫ T
0
pi∗s (dBs + θsds)− ξ
))]
= −exp (−β (x− Y0)) .
Step 5: Next we will show that for all pi ∈ A, Rpi satisfies (iii) of Properties 3.1, that is, for
every t ∈ [0, T ]
ess infP
P′∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
t [−exp(−β(XpiT − ξ))] ≤ Rpit , P− a.s.
Since pi ∈ A, the process ∫ .
0
(Zs − pis) dBs,
is a BMO(PH) martingale. Then the process
Gpi = exp (−β(x− Y0)) E
(
−β
∫ .
0
(pis − Zs) dBs
)
,
is a uniformly integrable martingale under each P ∈ PH .
As in the previous steps, we write Rpi as Rpi = MpiNpi, where Npi is a negative non-increasing
process. We then have for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
ess infP
P′∈PH (s+,P)
EP
′
s [M
pi
t N
pi
t ] ≤ ess infP
P′∈PH (s+,P)
EP
′
s [M
pi
t N
pi
s ]
= ess supP
P′∈PH (s+,P)
EP
′
s [M
pi
t ]N
pi
s , P− a.s.
because Npi is negative. By the same arguments as in Step 3 for Mpi
∗
, we have for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
ess supP
P′∈PH (s+,P)
EP
′
s [M
pi
t ] =M
pi
s , P− a.s.
Therefore the following inequality holds for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
ess infP
P′∈PH (s+,P)
EP
′
s [R
pi
t ] ≤ Rpis , P− a.s.
which ends the proof. ⊔⊓
Remark 4.3. Here, it can be seen why it is essential in this context to have strong integrability
assumptions on the trading strategies. Indeed, in the proof of the above property for Mpi
∗
, the
fact that the stochastic integral ∫ ·
0
pi∗sdBs,
is a BMO(PH) martingale allowed us to control the moments of its stochastic exponential, which
in turn allowed us to deduce from the minimal property for KP a similar minimal property for∫ ·
0
Mpi
∗
s dK
P
s .
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This term is new when compared with the context of [19]. To deal with it, the BMO(PH) property
has to be imposed. Note however that since the optimal strategy already has that property, we do
not lose much by restricting the strategies.
Remark 4.4. We note that the approach still works when there are no constraints on trading
strategies. In this case, the 2BSDE related to the maximization problem has a uniformly Lipschitz
generator, and we are in the context of complete markets. Then, the theory developed in [30] for
Lipschitz 2BSDEs can also be used.
4.2 A min-max property
By comparing the value function of our robust utility maximization problem and the one pre-
sented in [19] for standard utility maximization problem, we are able to obtain a min-max
property similar to that obtained by Denis and Kervarec in [10]. We observe that we were only
able to prove this property after having solved the initial problem, unlike in the approach of [10].
Theorem 4.2. Under the previous assumptions on the probability measures set PH and the
admissible strategies set A, the following min-max property holds.
sup
pi∈A
inf
P∈PH
EP [RpiT ] = inf
P∈PH
sup
pi∈A
EP [RpiT ] = inf
P∈PH
sup
pi∈AP
EP [RpiT ] ,
where AP is the set consisting of trading strategies pi which are in A and such that the process∫ .
0 pisdBs is a BMO(P) martingale.
Proof. First note that we have
D := sup
pi∈A
inf
P∈PH
EP [RpiT ] ≤ inf
P∈PH
sup
pi∈A
EP [RpiT ] ≤ inf
P∈PH
sup
pi∈AP
EP [RpiT ] =: C.
Indeed, the first inequality is obvious and the second one follows from the fact that for all P,
A ⊂ AP.
That C ≤ D remains to be proved. By the previous sections, we know that
D = −exp (−β (x− Y0)) .
Moreover, we know from [26] that we have a representation for Y0,
Y0 = sup
P∈PH
yP0 ,
where yP0 is the solution of the standard BSDE with the same generator F̂ . On the other hand,
it can be observed from [19] that
C = inf
P∈PH
[
−exp
(
−β
(
x− yP0
))]
,
implying that C = D. ⊔⊓
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4.3 Indifference pricing via robust utility maximization
It has been shown in [13] that in a market model with constraints on the portfolios, if the
indifference price for a claim Φ is defined as the smallest number p such that
sup
pi
E
[−exp (−β (Xx+p,pi − Φ))] ≥ sup
pi
E [−exp (−βXx,pi)] ,
where Xx,pi is the wealth associated with the portfolio pi and initial value x, then this problem
turns into the resolution of a BSDE with quadratic growth generator.
In this framework of uncertain volatility, the problem of indifference pricing of a contingent claim
Φ boils down to solving the following equation in p
V 0(x) = V Φ(x+ p).
Thanks to our results, we know that if Φ ∈ L∞H then the two sides of the above equality can be
calculated by solving 2BSDEs. Price p can therefore be calculated as soon as the 2BSDEs can
be solved (explicitly or numerically). Two examples are provided in Section 7.
5 Robust power utility
In this section, we will consider the power utility function
U(x) = −1
γ
x−γ , x > 0, γ > 0.
Here a different notion of trading strategy will be used: ρ = (ρi)i=1,...,d denotes the proportion
of wealth invested in stock i. The number of shares of stock i is given by
ρitXt
Sit
.
Then the wealth process is defined as
Xρt = x+
∫ t
0
d∑
i=1
Xρs ρis
Sis
dSis = x+
∫ t
0
Xρs ρs (dBs + bsds) , PH − q.s. (5.1)
and the initial capital x is positive.
In the present setting, the set of admissible strategies is defined as follows
Definition 5.1. Let A be a closed set in Rd. The set of admissible trading strategies A consists
of all Rd-valued progressively measurable processes ρ = (ρt)0≤t≤T satisfying
ρ ∈ BMO(PH) and ρ ∈ A, dt⊗ PH − a.e.
The wealth process Xρ can be written as
Xρt = xE
(∫ t
0
ρs(dBs + bsds)
)
, t ∈ [0, T ] , PH − q.s.
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Then for every ρ ∈ A, the wealth process Xρ is a local P-martingale bounded from below, hence,
a P-supermartingale, for all P ∈ PH .
We suppose that there is no liability (ξ = 0). Then the investor faces the maximization problem
V (x) = sup
ρ∈A
inf
P∈PH
EP
[
U(XρT )
]
. (5.2)
In order to find the value function and an optimal strategy, we follow the method outlined in the
previous Section for the exponential utility. Therefore, we have to construct a stochastic process
Rρ with terminal value
RρT = U
(
x+
∫ T
0
Xρs ρs
dSs
Ss
)
,
and which satisfies Properties 3.1. Then the value function will be given by V (x) = R0.
Applying the utility function to the wealth process yields
− 1
γ
(Xρt )
−γ
= −1
γ
x−γexp
(
−
∫ t
0
γρsdBs −
∫ t
0
γρsbsds+
1
2
∫ t
0
γ
∣∣∣â1/2s ρs∣∣∣2 ds) . (5.3)
This equation suggests the following choice
Rρt = −
1
γ
x−γexp
(
−
∫ t
0
γρsdBs −
∫ t
0
γρsbsds+
1
2
∫ t
0
γ
∣∣∣â1/2s ρs∣∣∣2 ds+ Yt) ,
where (Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H is the unique solution of the following 2BSDE
Yt = 0−
∫ T
t
ZsdBs−
∫ T
t
F̂s(Zs)ds+KT −Kt, t ∈ [0, T ], PH − q.s. (5.4)
In order to get (iii) of Properties 3.1 for Rρ, we have to construct F̂t(z) such that, for t ∈ [0, T ]
γρtbt − 1
2
γ
∣∣∣â1/2t ρt∣∣∣2 − F̂t(Zt) ≤ −12 ∣∣∣â1/2t (γρt − Zt)∣∣∣2 for all ρ ∈ A, (5.5)
with equality for some ρ∗ ∈ A. It is equivalent to
F̂t(Zt) ≥ −1
2
γ (1 + γ)
∣∣∣∣â1/2t ρt − 11 + γ (−â1/2t Zt + θ̂t)
∣∣∣∣2 − 12 γ
∣∣∣−â1/2t Zt + θ̂t∣∣∣2
1 + γ
+
1
2
∣∣∣â1/2t Zt∣∣∣2 ,
with θ̂t := â
−1/2
t bt.
Hence, the appropriate choice for F̂ is
F̂t(z) = −γ(1 + γ)
2
dist2
(
−â1/2t z + θ̂t
1 + γ
,Aât
)
+
γ
∣∣∣−â1/2t z + θ̂t∣∣∣2
2(1 + γ)
+
1
2
∣∣∣â1/2t z∣∣∣2 , (5.6)
and a candidate for the optimal strategy must satisfy
â
1/2
t ρ
∗
t ∈ ΠAât
(
1
1 + γ
(
−â1/2t Zt + θ̂t
))
, t ∈ [0, T ].
The above results are summarised in the following Theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. Assume either that the drift b verifies that sup
0≤t≤T
‖bt‖L∞H is small and that the
set A contains 0, or that the set A is C2 (in the sense that its border is a C2 Jordan arc). Then,
the value function of the optimization problem (5.2) is given by
V (x) = −1
γ
x−γexp(Y0) for x > 0,
where Y0 is defined as the initial value of the unique solution (Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H of the quadratic
2BSDE
Yt = 0−
∫ T
t
ZsdBs−
∫ T
t
F̂s(Zs)ds+KT −Kt, t ∈ [0, T ], PH − q.s., (5.7)
where F̂ is given by (5.6).
Moreover, there is an optimal trading strategy ρ∗ ∈ A with the property
â
1/2
t ρ
∗
t ∈ ΠAât
(
1
1 + γ
(
−â1/2t Zt + θ̂t
))
, t ∈ [0, T ], (5.8)
with θ̂t := â
−1/2
t bt.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the case of robust exponential utility. First it can be shown
with the same arguments, that the generator F̂ satisfies the conditions of Assumption 2.1 or
Assumption 2.2. Hence there exists a unique solution to the 2BSDE (5.7).
Let then ρ∗ denote the progressively measurable process, constructed with a measurable selection
theorem, which realizes the distance in the definition of F̂ . The same arguments as in the case
of robust exponential utility show that ρ∗ ∈ A.
Then with the choice made for F̂ , we have the following multiplicative decomposition
Rρt = −
1
γ
x−γE
(
−
∫ t
0
(γρs − Zs) dBs
)
e−γK
P
t exp
(
−
∫ t
0
vsds
)
,
where
vt = γρtbt − 1
2
γ
∣∣∣â1/2t ρt∣∣∣2 − F̂t(Zt) + 12 ∣∣∣â1/2t (γρt − Zt)∣∣∣2 ≤ 0, dt⊗ P−a.e.
Then since the stochastic integral
∫ t
0 (ρs − Zs)dBs is a BMO(PH) martingale, the stochastic
exponential above is a uniformly integrable martingale. By exactly the same arguments as
before, we have
ess infP
P′∈PH (s+,P)
EP
′
s [R
ρ
t ] ≤ Rρs , s ≤ t, P− a.s.,
with equality for ρ∗.
Hence, the terminal value RρT is the utility of the terminal wealth of the trading strategy ρ.
Consequently,
inf
P∈PH
EP
[
U
(
XρT
)] ≤ R0 = −1
γ
x−γexp(Y0) for all ρ ∈ A.
⊔⊓
Remark 5.1. Of course, the min-max property of Theorem 4.2 still holds.
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6 Robust logarithmic utility
In this section, we consider the logarithmic utility function
U(x) = log(x), x > 0.
Here we use the same notion of trading strategies as in the power utility case, ρ = (ρi)i=1,...,d
denotes the part of the wealth invested in stock i. The number of shares of stock i is given by
ρitXt
Sit
. Then the wealth process is defined as
Xρt = x+
∫ t
0
d∑
i=1
Xρs ρis
Sis
dSis = x+
∫ t
0
Xρs ρs (dBs + bsds) , PH − q.s. (6.1)
and the initial capital x is positive.
The wealth process Xρ can be written as
Xρt = xE
(∫ t
0
ρs(dBs + bsds)
)
, t ∈ [0, T ] , PH − q.s.
In this case, the set of admissible strategies is defined as follows
Definition 6.1. Let A be a closed set in Rd. The set of admissible trading strategies A consists
of all Rd-valued progressively measurable processes ρ satisfying
sup
P∈PH
EP
[∫ T
0
|â1/2t ρt|2dt
]
<∞,
and ρ ∈ A, dt⊗ dP− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH .
For the logarithmic utility, we assume the agent has no liability at time T (ξ = 0). Then the
optimization problem is given by
V (x) = sup
ρ∈A
inf
P∈PH
EP[log(XρT )]
= log(x) + sup
ρ∈A
inf
P∈PH
EP
[∫ T
0
ρsdBs +
∫ T
0
(ρsbs − 1
2
|â1/2s ρs|2)ds
]
. (6.2)
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Assume either that the drift b verifies that sup
0≤t≤T
‖bt‖L∞H is small and that the
set A contains 0, or that the set A is C2 (in the sense that its border is a C2 Jordan arc). Then,
the value function of the optimization problem (6.2) is given by
V (x) = log(x)− Y0 for x > 0,
where Y0 is defined as the initial value of the unique solution (Y,Z) ∈ D∞H ×H2H of the quadratic
2BSDE
Yt = 0−
∫ T
t
ZsdBs −
∫ T
t
F̂sds +K
P
T −KPt , t ∈ [0, T ], P− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH . (6.3)
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The generator is defined by
F̂s = −1
2
dist2(θ̂s, Aâ) +
1
2
|θ̂s|2,
where θ̂t := â
−1/2
t bt. Moreover, there exists an optimal trading strategy ρ
∗ ∈ A with the property
â
1/2
t ρ
∗
t ∈ ΠAât
(
θ̂t
)
. (6.4)
Proof. The proof is very similar to the case of exponential and power utility. First we show
that there is an unique solution to the 2BSDE (6.3). We then write, for t ∈ [0, T ]
Rρt =M
ρ
t +N
ρ
t ,
where
Mρt = log(x)− Y0 +
∫ t
0
(ρs − Zs) dBs +KPt ,
Nρt =
∫ t
0
(
−1
2
∣∣∣â1/2s ρs − θ̂s∣∣∣2 + 12 ∣∣∣θ̂s∣∣∣2 − F̂s
)
ds.
Then, we similarly prove that ρ∗, which can be constructed by means of a classical measurable
selection argument, is in A. Note in particular that ρ∗ only depends on θ̂, â1/2 and the closed
set A describing the constraints on the trading strategies.
Next, due to Definition 6.1, the stochastic integral in Rρ is a martingale under each P for all
ρ ∈ A. Moreover, F̂ is chosen to make the process Nρ non-increasing for all ρ and a constant
for ρ∗. Thus, the minimum condition of KP implies that Rρ satisfies (iii) of Properties 3.1.
Furthermore, the initial value Y0 of the simple 2BSDE (6.3) satisfies
Y0 = − sup
P∈PH
EP
[∫ T
0
F̂sds
]
.
Hence,
V (x) = Rρ
∗
0 (x) = log(x) + sup
P∈PH
EP
[∫ T
0
F̂sds
]
.
⊔⊓
Remark 6.1. Of course, the min-max property of Theorem 4.2 still holds. Moreover, it is an
easy exercise to show that the 2BSDE has a unique solution in this case given by
Yt = ess sup
P
P
′
∈PH (t+,P)
EP
′
[∫ T
t
1
2
(
dist2(θs, Aâs)− |θs|2
)
ds
]
, P− a.s., for all P ∈ PH .
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7 Examples
In general, it is difficult to solve BSDEs and 2BSDEs explicitly. In this section, some examples
with an explicit solution will be given. In particular, we show how the optimal probability
measure is chosen. In all our examples, we will work in dimension one, d = 1.
First, robust exponential utility is dealt with. We consider the case where there are no constraints
on trading strategies, that is A = R. Then the associated 2BSDE has a generator which is linear
in z. In the first example, we consider a deterministic terminal liability ξ and show that our
result can be compared with the one obtained by solving the HJB equation in the standard
Merton’s approach, working with the probability measure associated with the constant process
a. In the second example, we show that with a random payoff ξ = −B2T , where B is the canonical
process, we end up with an optimal probability measure which is not of Bang-Bang type (Bang-
Bang type means that, under this probability measure, the density of the quadratic variation
â takes only the two extreme values, a and a). We emphasize that this example does not have
real financial significance, but nonetheless shows that one cannot expect the optimal probability
measure to depend only on the two bounds for the volatility unlike with option pricing in the
uncertain volatility model.
7.1 Example 1: Deterministic payoff
In this example, we suppose that b is a constant in R. From Theorem 4.1, we know that the
value function of the robust maximization problem is given by
V ξ(x) = −exp (−β (x− Y0)) ,
where Y is the solution of a 2BSDE with quadratic generator. When there are no constraints,
the 2BSDE can be written as follows
Yt = ξ −
∫ T
t
ZsdBs −
∫ T
t
F̂s(Zs)ds+K
P
T −KPt , P− a.s., ∀P ∈ PH .
and the generator is given by
F̂t(z) := Ft(ω, z, â) = bz +
b2
2βâ
.
Then the corresponding BSDEs can be solved explicitly with the same generator under each P.
Let
Mt = e
−
∫ t
0
1
2
b2â−1s ds−
∫ t
0
bâ−1s dBs .
By applying Itoˆ’s formula to yPtMt, we have
yP0 = E
P
[
ξMT − b
2
2β
∫ T
0
â−1s Msds
]
.
Since a ≤ â ≤ a, we derive that
yP0 ≤ ξ −
1
2β
b2
a
T.
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Therefore, by the representation of Y , we have
Y0 ≤ ξ − 1
2β
b2
a
T.
Moreover, under the specific probability measure Pa ∈ PH , we have
yP
a
0 = ξ −
1
2β
b2
a
T.
It implies that Y0 = y
Pa
0 , which means that the robust utility maximization problem is degener-
ated and is equivalent to a standard utility maximization problem under the probability measure
Pa. This result is discussed in more details in Example 7.3 below.
7.2 Example 2 : Non-deterministic payoff
In this subsection, we consider a non-deterministic payoff ξ = −B2T . As in the first example,
there are no constraints on trading strategies. Then, the 2BSDE has a linear generator. We
can verify that −B2T can be written as the limit under the norm ‖·‖L2,κH of a sequence which is
in UCb(Ω), and thus is in L2,κH , which is the terminal condition set for 2BSDEs with Lipschitz
generator (these sets are defined in Section 2.2). Here, we suppose that b is a deterministic
continuous function of time t.
By the same method as in the previous example, let
Mt = e
−
∫ t
0
1
2
b2s â
−1
s ds−
∫ t
0
bsâ
−1
s dBs ,
then we obtain
yP0 = E
P
[
−MTB2T −
∫ T
0
b2s
2β
â−1s Msds
]
.
By applying Itoˆ’s formula to MtBt, we have
dMtBt =MtdBt +BtdMt − btMtdt.
Since b is deterministic, by taking expectation under P and localizing if necessary, we obtain
EP [MTBT ] = E
P
[
−
∫ T
0
btMtdt
]
= −
∫ T
0
btdt.
Again, by applying Itoˆ’s formula to −MtB2t , we have
−dMtB2t = −2MtBtdBt −B2t dMt − âtMtdt+ 2btMtBtdt.
Therefore yP0 can be rewritten as
yP0 = E
P
[∫ T
0
−Mt
(
ât +
b2t
2βât
)
dt
]
−
∫ T
0
2bt
(∫ t
0
bsds
)
dt.
By analysing the map g : x ∈ R+ 7−→ x − b2t2βx , we know that g′(x) = 1−
b2t
2βx2
, implying that g
is non-decreasing when x2 ≥ b2t2β .
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Let it now be assumed that b is a deterministic positive continuous and non-decreasing function
of time t such that
b20
2β
≤ a2 ≤ a2 ≤ b
2
T
2β
.
Let t be such that
b2t
2β = a and t be such that
b2
t
2β = a, and define
a∗t := a10≤t<t +
bt√
2β
1t≤t<t + a1t≤t≤T , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
then as in Example 7.1, we can show that Pa
∗
is an optimal probability measure, which is not
of Bang-Bang type.
7.3 Example 3 : Merton’s approach for robust power utility
Here, we deal with robust power utility. As in Example 7.1, we suppose that b is a constant in R
and ξ = 0. First, we consider the case where A = R. From Theorem 5.1, F̂t(z) can be rewritten
as
F̂t(z) =
γ
∣∣∣−â1/2t z + bâ−1/2t ∣∣∣2
2(1 + γ)
+
1
2
∣∣∣â1/2t z∣∣∣2 ,
which is quadratic and linear in z.
Then the corresponding BSDEs can be solved explicitly under each probability measure P. We
use an exponential transformation and let
α := 1 +
γ
1 + γ
, y′P := e−αy
P
, z′P := e−αy
P
zP.
By applying Itoˆ’s formula, we know that (y′P, z′P) is the solution of the following linear BSDE
dy′Pt = −αy′Pt
[
γ
2(1 + γ)
(
b2â−1t − 2bzPt
)
dt+ z′Pt dBt
]
,
with the terminal condition y′PT = 1.
For t ∈ [0, T ], let
λt :=
αγ
2(1 + γ)
b2â−1t , ηt := −
γ
2(1 + γ)
2bâ
−1/2
t , and Mt := e
∫ t
0
λs−
η2s
2
ds+
∫ t
0
â
−1/2
s ηsdBs .
By applying Itoˆ’s formula to y′Pt Mt, we obtain
y′Pt = E
P
t [MT /Mt] , so y
P
0 = −
1
α
ln
(
EP [MT ]
)
.
Since a ≤ â ≤ a, we derive that
yP0 ≤ −
γ
2(1 + γ)
b2
a
T.
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Thus by the representation of Y , we have
Y0 ≤ − γ
2(1 + γ)
b2
a
T.
Moreover, under the specific probability measure Pa ∈ PH , we have
yP
a
0 = −
γ
2(1 + γ)
b2
a
T.
It implies that Y0 = y
Pa
0 . Thus, the value of the robust power utility maximization problem is
V (x) = −1
γ
x−γexp (Y0) .
As in Example 7.1, the robust utility maximization problem degenerates, and becomes a standard
utility maximization problem under the probability measure Pa. In order to shed more light on
this somehow surprising result, we first recall the HJB equation obtained by Merton [21] in the
standard utility maximization problem
−∂v
∂t
− sup
δ∈A
[
Lδ,αv(t, x)
]
= 0,
together with the terminal condition
v(T, x) = U(x) := −x
−γ
γ
, x ∈ R+, γ > 0,
where
Lδ,αv(t, x) = xδb∂v
∂x
+
1
2
x2δ2α
∂2v
∂x2
,
with a constant volatility α1/2.
It turns out that, when A = R, the value function is given by
v(t, x) = exp
(
b2
2α
−γ
(1 + γ)
(T − t)
)
U(x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× R+.
Let α = a, we have v(0, x) = V (x), which is the result given by our 2BSDE method. Intuitively
and formally speaking (in the case of controls taking values in compact sets, it has actually
been proved under other technical conditions in [32] that the solution to the stochastic game
we consider is indeed a viscosity solution of the equation below, see also Remark 7.2), the HJB
equation for the robust maximization problem should then be
−∂v
∂t
− sup
δ∈A
inf
α∈[a,a]
[
Lδ,αv(t, x)
]
= 0
together with the terminal condition v(T, x) = U(x), x ∈ R+.
Note that the value function obtained from our 2BSDE approach solves the above PDE, con-
firming the intuition that it is the correct PDE to consider in this context. Now assume that
A = R. If the second derivative of v is positive, then the term
sup
δ∈A
inf
α∈[a,a]
[
Lδ,αv(t, x)
]
,
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becomes infinite, so the above PDE has no meaning. It implies that v should be concave. Then
a is the minimizer. It explains why the robust utility maximization problem degenerates in the
case A = R. From a financial point of view, this is the same type of result as in the problem of
superreplication of an option with convex payoff under volatility uncertainty. Then, similarly to
the so-called robustness of the Black-Scholes formula, this leads to the fact that the probability
measure with the highest volatility corresponds to the worst-case for the investor. However, it
is clear that when, for instance, we impose no short-sale and no large sales constraints (that is
to say A is a segment), the problem should not degenerate and the optimal probability measure
switches between the two bounds a and a.
Finally, notice that using the language of G-expectation introduced by Peng in [24], if we let
G(Γ) =
1
2
sup
a≤α≤a
αΓ =
1
2
(
a (Γ)+ − a (Γ)−) ,
then the above PDE can be rewritten as follows
− ∂v
∂t
+ inf
δ∈A
[
Lδ,a,av(t, x)
]
= 0, (7.1)
where
Lδ,a,av(t, x) = x2δ2G
(
−∂
2v
∂x2
)
.
Then, our PDE plays the same role for Merton’s PDE as the Black-Scholes-Barenblatt PDE
plays for the usual Black-Scholes PDE, by replacing the second order derivative terms by their
non-linear versions.
Remark 7.1. It could be interesting to consider more general constraints for the volatility pro-
cess. For instance, we may hope to consider cases where a can become 0 and a can become +∞.
From the point of view of existence and uniqueness of the 2BSDEs with quadratic growth consid-
ered here, all the results still hold, since there is no uniform bound on â for the set of probability
measures considered in [26] (see Definition 2.2). However, the boundedness assumption is crucial
to retain the BMO integrability of the optimal strategy and thus also crucial for our proofs. We
think that without it, the problem could still be solved but by now using the dynamic programming
and PDE approach that we mentioned. However, delicate problems would arise in the sense that
on the one hand, if a = 0, then the PDE will become degenerate and one should then have to
consider solutions in the viscosity sense, and on the other hand, if a = +∞, the PDE will have
to be understood in the sense of boundary layers.
Another possible generalization would be to consider time-dependent or stochastic uncertainty
sets for the volatility. It would be possible if we were able to weaken Assumption 2.1(i), which
was already crucial in the proofs of existence and uniqueness in [30]. One first step in this
direction has been taken by Nutz in [22] where he defines a notion of G-expectation (which
roughly corresponds to a 2BSDE with a generator equal to 0) with a stochastic domain of volatility
uncertainty.
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Remark 7.2. In [34], a similar problem of robust utility maximization is considered. They
consider a financial market consisting of a riskless asset, a risky asset with unknown drift and
volatility and a nontradable asset with known coefficients. Their aim is to solve the robust util-
ity maximization problem without terminal liability and without constraints for exponential and
power utilities, by means of the dynamic programming approach already used in [32]. They man-
aged to show that the value function of their problem solves a PDE similar to (7.1), and also that
(see Proposition 2.2) the optimal probability measure was of Bang-Bang type, thus confirming our
intuition in their particular framework. Besides, they give some semi-explicit characterization
of the optimal strategies and of the optimal probability measures. From a technical point of view,
the main difference between our two approaches, beyond the methodology used, is that their set
of generalized controls (that is to say their set of probability measures) is compact for the weak
topology, because it corresponds to the larger set PW defined in Section 2. It is also the frame-
work adopted in [10]. However, as shown in [9] for instance, our smaller set PH is only relatively
compact for the weak topology. Nonetheless, working with this smaller set has no effect from the
point of view of applications, and more importantly makes it possible to obtain results which are
not attainable by their PDE methods, for instance with non-Markovian terminal liability ξ and
also when the set of trading strategies is constrained in an arbitrary closed set.
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